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Abstract

The goal of the work described in this paper is the development of a system, called ABSFOL, which allows the user to state declaratively abstractions
and to use them according to the desired control strategy. ABSFOL has been
successfully tested on many examples. So far we have failed to nd an interesting abstraction whose implementation requires a major programming
e ort.

 Alan Bundy provided much of the inspiration for the solution of the Goedel example. The authors' names are purely alphabetical.
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1 Introduction
By \reasoning with abstraction" we mean the process by which, starting from a
representation of problem (called the \ground space"), we construct a new and
simpler problem representation (called the \abstract space") and use it to help
the solution of the original problem. This informal de nition is very general and
identi es as \abstraction" a large number of applications in areas like problem
solving, planning, reasoning by analogy, learning, qualitative and model based
reasoning, common sense reasoning, approximate reasoning and hardware and
software veri cation. In [GW92b] we have developed a theory of abstraction and
used it to capture all these di erent applications inside the same framework.
The goal of the work partially described in this paper is to develop a general
reasoner with abstraction, called ABSFOL. 1 By \general" we mean that all the
forms of abstraction must be de nable and executable inside ABSFOL. Any user
wanting to reason by abstraction will be able to state it declaratively without
going through the pain of another re-implementation from rst principles (e.g. the
Lisp primitives). The de nition and implementation of such a general reasoner
presents many problems. The uniformity highlighted by the theory presented in
[GW92b] hides a lot of di erences which made all previous implementations very
di erent. The following is a list of the possible di erent abstractions and uses of
abstraction.

 Almost all abstractions preserve provability [GW92b, GW92a]. However

provability can be preserved in many di erent ways [Wel91, GW92b].
 There are many di erent techniques to forget details and still preserve provability in the same way. As proved in [GW92b], one set of such techniques
is: deleting preconditions in operators [Sac73], collapsing constants [Hob85],
collapsing predicate or function symbols [Pla80, GW89, Ten88], dropping
arguments to function or predicate symbols [Mel87].
 For each such technique there are many ways of deciding exactly which
details to forget. For instance, [BGW91, Kno91] discuss various ways for
automatically forgetting preconditions.
 Finally, there is a choice of how to intermix reasoning in the ground space
and reasoning in the abstract space. For instance, in SOAR, abstraction is
used only when the system is at an impasse [UR89].
is implemented on top of GETFOL [Giu92], an interactive theorem prover
which is a re-implementation/ extension of the FOL system [Wey80].
1 ABSFOL
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allows for all the possible abstractions and uses of abstractions listed
above and has been successfully tested on many abstractions de ned in the past
(all those listed in [GW92b]). In section 2 we describe the main idea underlying
ABSFOL, namely that abstraction is implemented as logic plus control. In section 3
we describe the logic of abstraction. This is done by showing, as an example, the
proof of a statement closely related to Godel's incompleteness theorem.
ABSFOL

2 Abstraction = Logic + Control
We formalize abstraction as a mapping of a representation of a problem onto
a new representation. An abstraction f from a ground space 1 to an abstract
space 2, written f : 1 ) 2 , is de ned as a triple h1 ; 2; fi consisting of two
axiomatic formal systems, 1 and 2 and a total function, f, which maps the
language of 1 onto that of 2. (We use the words \space", \theory", \context"
and \formal system" as synonyms).
In order to build a general reasoner for abstraction we must somehow make sure
that the implementation does not depend upon assumptions which prevent any
of the possibilities listed in the previous section. This is achieved by making a
sharp distinction between what we do with abstraction and how we do it; that is,
we make a clear distinction between the calculus and the control. The calculus
de nes all the forms of abstraction that can be used, whilst the control de nes
all the possible uses and control strategies. In this perspective, a particular
algorithm for using abstraction becomes \algorithm = logic + control" [Kow79].
The situation is similar to that of rst order logic or production rules. It is more
complex because of the inherent complexity of reasoning with abstraction.
Let us start with the logic. We must have an operation of abstraction declaration, which allows to de ne an abstraction f as f = h1 ; 2 ; fi. An operational
de nition of f allows the construction of 2 from 1. We call the operation
of generating 2, abstraction application. In general we need to construct the
deductive machinery and the axioms of 2. In this paper, for lack of space, we
consider only abstractions where 2 has the same inference rules as 1 and its
axioms are mapped from those of 1 via f . We shall prove goals by theorem
proving. As we have ground and abstract goals we need to perform theorem proving in both spaces. We call these two operations ground and abstract reasoning.
It must also be possible to make the reasoning in the two spaces interact, i.e. to
make assertions in 1 just because certain facts hold in 2. We call this operation, mapping back. The information that is mapped back strongly in uences the
ground reasoning. The ground reasoning can be seen as the process of \re ning"
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Figure 1: A calculus for abstraction.
the information obtained from the abstract space until the goal is proved. This
is why we also call it, re nement. These ve steps are graphically represented in
Figure 1. The arrows describe the temporal order of activation in the (simplest)
case of reasoning without bactracking. That is, we de ne the abstraction, we use
it to build the abstract space, we prove the abstract goal which we then map
back and re ne until the original goal is proved.
However the simplicity of Figure 1 should not mislead the reader. Each of the
ve steps requires the application of many simpler operations. Thus, declaring
an abstraction requires the declaration of the two spaces involved and of how
the logic and the alphabet are translated. Generating 2 means generating its
alphabet, axioms and inference rules, the goal and often some of its theorems.
Finding the abstract proof requires the application of the inference rules of the
abstract space. The mapping back is particularly complicated as there are many
possible strategies for extracting the information contained in an abstract proof.
At one extreme only the abstract theorem is mapped back (as in e.g. [GG88]). In
some cases no mapping back is performed at all, and the proof (or disproof) of
the abstract theorem is taken as an approximation of the proof (disproof) of the
ground theorem (as in e.g. [KS92]). At the opposite extreme, the entire abstract
proof is mapped back (as in e.g. [Kno90]). There are also intermediate situations,
for instance in [Plu87, GW89] only the partial order of unfoldings of de nitions
in the abstract proof is used. All these possible ways to perform the mapping
back strongly in uence the re nement as well. For instance the re nement of an
abstract proof requires bridging the gaps among its nodes. This process is quite
3

complicated to formalize as it involves reasoning from the middle out (see the
example in section 3).
For each step we must therefore de ne a set of operations, i.e. a set of inference
rules which de ne the calculus for that step. The logic of abstraction is the union
of these ve sub-calculi plus the prescription for when the inference rules of each
calculus can be applied. One problem is that the inference rules which can be
used depends on the abstraction and in particular on how provability is preserved
across abstraction spaces. For instance, an abstract theorem in general cannot
be used to assert its unabstraction as a ground theorem. It can only be taken as
a \suggestion" of this fact. This is the case with TI abstractions. An abstraction
f = h1 ; 2 ; f i is TI i

` ' =) ` f(') for any w ' in 1:
1

2

However with TD abstractions,

` f (') =) ` ' for any w ' in 1;
2

1

and the unabstraction of an abstract theorem can be directly asserted as a theorem. There is no need for re nement.
The control of abstract reasoning rises many problems as well. The key fact is
that the temporal order suggested by Figure 1 is rarely followed in practice. For
instance the abstract space may be generated only partially, this may require
that we apply the rules of step (ii) after having done some abstract reasoning.
It may happen that steps (iii) and (iv) are iterated. This kind of backtracking
happens very often, e.g. any time we realize that we do not know how to re ne
the unabstraction of the abstract proof into a ground proof. We may iterate the
entire process, e.g. perform step (i) (if we want to use a new abstraction) or step
(ii) after step (v). In practice it is possible to envisage cases where the inference
rules of the calculi of steps (i) - (v) are applied in any order.
The main consequence is that no ad hoc control strategy can be hardwired in
ABSFOL. Our solution is to move from a completely automatic use of abstraction
(as it has always been in the past) to one where abstraction is used interactively
and the user can tell the system the exact sequence of operations to perform.
ABSFOL is therefore built as an interactive system. However this is not an optimal
solution as it still leaves the user with too much, often tedious, work to do.
As is very common in interactive theorem proving (see e.g. [GMW79, Pau89,
CAB+86]), we propose a solution where ABSFOL is provided with an ML-like
metalanguage for writing programs which implement search control strategies
[HMM86, GMW79]. We call such programs, tactics. Automated theorem proving
4

can then be implemented by writing complicated tactics. The user does not have
to write the control strategy from scratch as the system is provided with a library
of tactics implementing (some of) the most useful strategies. For a list of the
advantages of this approach see [GMW79] and also [Bun88]. This issue is not
further described in this paper.
Two observations are worth making. First, the implementation of a calculus
and a control metalanguage for abstraction is quite complex and rises many
theoretical and practical problems. The main point is one of correctness. This
means not only that the underlying code does the right things but also that the
user interface prevents the user from doing bad things, e.g. from asserting nontheorems. This implies a lot of code structuring and hiding that it is not necessary
in ad hoc implementations. Second, the interactive use of abstraction, as well
as allowing the construction of a general reasoner also has another important
advantage. Despite some promising theoretical and experimental results (see for
instance [Kor87, Kno91, GW91]) abstraction has proved, in automatic theorem
proving at least, less useful than expected [GW91, Pla90]. The integration of user
interaction and sophisticated heuristics can lessen some of the problems which
have been found in the use of abstraction. For instance we think that it is very
hard (if not impossible) to nd a general heuristic which would automatically
generate the abstraction used in section 3.

3 A calculus of abstraction
The goal of this section is to describe some of the details of the ve sub-calculi
of the logic of abstraction. We do this by describing the use of a TI abstraction
according to the strategy where \we rst abstract the goal, we prove its abstracted
version and then use the structure of the resulting proof as an outline (or plan) to
help construct the proof of the original goal. This is the hardest use of abstraction
to provide a calculus for. It is also the most common use of abstraction in theorem
proving, problem solving and planning" [GW92b].
We describe this use of abstraction via the proof of a theorem closely related to
Godel's First Incompleteness theorem. 2 This is an interesting example per se, for
at least two reasons. First, the proof of this theorem is a subtle piece of mathematics well beyond the reach of current automatic theorem provers. Second,
the proof shows how the interactive use of abstraction allows the construction of
proofs which are much easier to understand and to explain. The precise statement of the goal is \9F : valid(F ) ^ :provable(F )". That is, there exists a
2

The complete proof hinted in this paper can be found in [BGVW93].
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formula F which is valid in the standard model of arithmetic but not provable
in the standard axiomatization of Peano arithmetics (PA from now on). This
problem is posed in a context called maths which knows of e.g. validity, provability, consistency of PA. Consider for instance the following sequence of ABSFOL's
commands.
noname:: NAMECONTEXT maths;
maths:: AXIOM m4: forall F. provable(F) imp valid(F);

font is used to write input and output to ABSFOL. (Input and output
have been slightly edited to make them more readable.) \<string>::" is the
ABSFOL prompt. The string before \::" is the name of the current context, that
is the theory we are working in. NAMECONTEXT names the current context. AXIOM
adds an axiom to the current context. Axiom m4 says that any theorem of PA
is true in the standard model of arithmetics. For simplicity, we assume that the
Godel numbering has been de ned and that the diagonalisation lemma has been
proved.

Teletype

maths:: AXIOM diag: provable(diag(x) IFF ~ prf(formno(diag(x)),x));

where formno(F) is the Godel number of the formula F, diag(x) is the Godel
formula constructed by diagonalization (which asserts its own unprovability),
prf(Fn,Pn) is true i Pn is the G
odel number of a proof of the formula whose
Godel number is Fn. Although these assumptions simplify the theorem greatly,
the proof is still long and complicated. Indeed, our experiments suggest that the
proof is well beyond the reach of a state of the art resolution theorem prover like
Otter [McC90].

3.1 Declaring an abstraction
We have provided ABSFOL with the following tools for de ning abstractions: a
language expressive enough to allow the de nition of all the abstractions de ned
in the past (plus more), an interpreter for such a language which allows for the
automatic (partial or total, see next section) generation of the abstract space, and
a library of abstraction prototypes which can be easily instantiated to the desired
application [Seb93]. At the moment the library contains all the most important
abstractions de ned in the past. The abstraction we consider here is adapted
from a proposal by Alan Bundy. The main idea is to collapse the distinction
between (the name of a) formula and its diagonalizing term. This is performed
via the following many-to-one mapping on terms which collapses together terms
which are semantically similar,
6
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diag(x) diag(el) all(x,diag(x))
~prf(formno(diag(x),x))
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In ABSFOL this abstraction is de ned with the following command
prf(formno(diag(x),x)) prf(formno(diag(x),el))

maths:: MAKECONTEXT absmaths;
maths:: ABSTRACTION goedel:maths => absmaths BY
...
f(A and B)
:= f(A) and f(B)
f(A or B)
:= f(A) or f(B)
f(A imp B)
:= f(A) imp f(B)
f(A iff B)
:= f(A) iff f(B)
f(not A)
:= not f(A)
f(forall X.A)
:= forall X. f(A)
f(exists X.A)
:= exists X. f(A)
f(P(T1,...Tn))
:= P(f(T1),...f(Tn))
f(diag(T))
:= ~d
f(all(x,diag(x)) := ~d
...;
goedel is the name of the abstraction. MAKECONTEXT creates a new context of
name its rst argument. maths and absmaths are the names of the ground
and the abstract spaces. The second line onwards de ne the abstraction. f
is declaratively de ned using a set of (terminating) rewrite rules. Notice that
goedel preserves the logical structure of expressions and only abstracts atomic
w s (in particular, on terms). In fact goedel is an atomic abstraction and is
TI [GW92b]. Notice that most (statistically more than ninety per cent) of the
abstractions proposed in the past are atomic.

3.2 Applying an abstraction
A rst option is to give ABSFOL the following command
maths:: ABSTRACT CONTEXT BY goedel;

This would cause the complete generation of the language, the axioms and the
inference rules of absmaths. However it is often useful to build the abstract space
only partially (e.g. to save time or to make the abstract search space smaller).
ABSFOL provides commands which generate the components of the abstract space
one by one, or by subsets.
7

maths:: ABSTRACT ALPHABET BY goedel;
maths:: ABSTRACT GOAL
valid(all(x,diag(x))) and not provable(all(x,diag(x))) BY goedel;
valid(~d) and not provable(~d) is the abstract goal.
maths:: ABSTRACT AXIOM diag BY goedel;
adiag: provable(~d IFF ~d)
maths: ABSTRACT AXIOM m4 BY goedel;
am4: forall F. provable(F) imp valid(F)

(The lines which follow \;" and are before the prompt are ABSFOL's output).
The rst command completely generates the language of absmaths. The second
abstracts the goal. The third and the fourth abstract two axioms. Notice that
the argument of provable in diag collapses into a tautology (diag can therefore
be forgotten), while m4 translates unmodi ed.

3.3 Abstract reasoning
Step (iii) consists of \standard" theorem proving and can therefore be performed
using GETFOL's logic [Giu92]. Finding a proof in absmaths is much easier than
nding a proof in maths. In fact, the abstract proof requires just 7 of the 22
abstract axioms and it does not require any of the complicated axioms like the
diagonalization lemma. Indeed, experiments have shown that it is well within the
reach of current resolution theorem provers. Otter, for example, is able to nd it
in 0.67 seconds on a Sun/4 generating just 183 clauses (of which 125 are kept).
The most important steps of the abstract proof are reported in Figure 2. The line
numbers on the left are automatically associated by GETFOL to each new theorem.
Each context has its own distinct numbering sequence. The numbers are used for
future reference to the indexed theorems. The abstract proof divides naturally
into two halves. In the rst half we show that ~d is unprovable (line 15); in the
second half, we show that ~d is, however, valid (line 29). Note that the abstract
space is inconsistent; indeed at line 15 we demonstrate not provable(~d) whilst
later on, at line 27, we prove provable(~d). In [GW93] we demonstrate that
the fact that the abstract space might be inconsistent cannot be avoided with TI
abstractions like goedel. However, provided we are careful not to exploit this
inconsistency in our proofs, this does not cause problems [GW93]. For example,
although it is able to determine the inconsistency of the abstract space with
relative ease, Otter does not use this fact when proving the abstract goal.
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Abstract Proof

1 provable(d)
15 not provable(~d)
20 not provable(d)
27 provable(~d)
29 valid(~d)
30 valid(~d) and
not provable(~d)

Ground Proof

1 provable(diag(x))
32 not provable(all(x,diag(x))
38 not provable(
prf(formno(diag(x),el))
53 provable(diag(el))
58 valid(all(x,diag(x))
59 valid(all(x,diag(x))) and
not provable(all(x,diag(x)))

Figure 2: Outlines of the abstract and the ground proofs.

3.4 Mapping back and re nement
We want to use the abstract proof to help guide the construction of the ground
proof. The idea is that the abstract proof should be shorter and easier to construct
than the ground. It should also be \similar". These intuitions are formalized by
a monotonicity relation between proof trees, called \tree subsumption" [GW92c].
Informally, we say that a tree 1 subsumes a tree 2, written \1  2", i the
same w s occur in 2 as in 1 with the same global ordering. 2 can therefore be
obtained from 1 simply by adding nodes. The intuition is that the unabstraction
of the abstract proof should subsume the ground proof. In this case we say that
it is an outline. Outlines can be re ned simply by adding nodes. In general we
have to perform more complex operations, e.g. deleting nodes. However this is
not the case for a very large class of abstractions including atomic abstractions
[GW92c].
An outline of the ground proof which results from the mapping back and the
re nement of the abstract proof is reported in Figure 2. The line numbers show
that the ground proof is much longer than the abstract proof. They also show
that the two proofs have the same global structure (if a node is above/ below/
adjacent another in the abstract proof, the same holds for their unabstractions
in the ground proof).
The implementation of the calculi for the mapping back and the re nement rises
some non trivial problems. First, from the abstract proof we can only build a
parametric outline of the ground proof. This outline is not a proof in the ground
space since it contains parameters which represent choices in unabstracting the
(many-to-one) mapping function. In the example, the user is called upon in to
pick unabstractions for d and ~d. Thus, the abstract formula ~d which is valid
but not provable (lines 15, 29 and 30 of the abstract proof) corresponds to the
9

ground formula all(x,diag(x)). By comparison, the abstract formula ~d at
line 27, which is provable and from which we derive the validity of ~d at line 29,
corresponds to the ground formula diag(el) (where el is a random element of
the standard model of PA). Second, the unabstraction of the abstract proof is not
a ground proof since the abstract proof only contains deductions corresponding
to the key steps in the ground proof. For instance some of the ground inferences
between steps 53 (unabstraction of line 27) and 58 (unabstraction of line 29)
translate diag(el) into all(x,diag(x)). Finally, we need to add a new datatype
to represent the steps in an outline since they do not have the same status as steps
in a proof. The steps in an outline may not be derivable as mapping back is not
guaranteed. They are merely conjectures. To represent such steps we therefore
introduce a new datatype called try. A try may contain parameters (which we
will instantiate) and may not follow immediately from earlier tries.
ABSFOL allows for mapping back the whole of an abstract proof into a complete
outline.
absmaths:: MAPBACK ALL BY goedel;

However, let us consider, as an example, the pointwise mapping back and re nement of the last two lines of the abstract proof.
absmaths:: SHOW PROOF;
...
30
valid(~ d) and not provable(~ d)
31
exists F. (valid(F) and not provable(F))

We rst map lines 30 and 31 back to ground conjectures.

absmaths:: MAPBACK 31 BY goedel;
31.0 exists F. (valid(F) and not provable(F))
absmaths:: MAPBACK 30 BY goedel;
30.0 valid(~ d) and not provable(~ d)

A try, like a proof line, is numbered. In this case, the tries are numbered 30.0
and 31.0. To add extra steps between these tries, ABSFOL would use line numbers
of the form 30.n. Note that 31.0 is the unique unabstraction of line 31 in the
abstract proof. It represents the conjecture that we can prove the existence of
a valid but unprovable formula. Line 30, by comparison, has several possible
unabstractions. The formula displayed for try 30.0 is meant to represent one
of a set of ground formulae which abstract onto line 30. In re ning the outline,
we must chose an instantiation for this parameter. In this case, we decide to
instantiate it to the term, all(x,diag(x)).
maths:: INSTT 30.0 ~ d:all(x,diag(x)) BY goedel;
30.0 valid(all(x,diag(x))) and not provable(all(x,diag(x)))
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Try 31.0 now follows immediately from 30.0. To show this we perform an existential introduction on 30.0, and match the result of this existential introduction
with 31.0.
maths:: TRYEXISTI 30.0 all(x,diag(x)):F;
30.1 exists F. (valid(F) and not provable(F))
maths:: MATCHTRY 30.1 31.0;
30.1 has been bound to 31.0

When one try does not follow immediately from previous tries, re nement also
consists of adding in extra tries.

4 Conclusions
There are many di erent abstractions and uses of abstractions. However, we have
shown that it is possible to envisage a general, abstraction independent, reasoner
with abstraction called ABSFOL. The de nition of this reasoner is based on the
distinction between logic and control and on the interactive use of abstraction.
Using ABSFOL avoids implementing abstraction from scratch. It also suggests a
new use of abstraction where interactivity can be exploited to overcome some of
the traditional problems with using abstraction.
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